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1.  The string is lo . 2.  Snack on an app .

3.  A Popsic  melts. 4.  Oswald can ba .

5.  Doc is stro  . 6.  The test is simp .

7.  A bell can ri  . 8.  A bug can sti .

9.  She is litt  . 10.  He is in a pudd .

11.  Sal hu  a flag.
12.  Golly is in  

      the midd .

“Giggle” words end in le and the sound heard at the end of giggle.   
 middle puzzle buckle tumble  

Write le or ng to finish the words and complete the sentences.

The sound of ng is like a bell ringing.  

song  wing  bring stung 

We do

I do
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1.  L  at Oswald juggle the r s!

2.  Sal grabs the h  and pulls. 

He is s  .

3.  Toc helps Icky with his n  puzzle. 

She is g  at puzzles.  

4.  S  kids like pickles.

Do you w  a pickle?

5.  Tic said, “C  stand next to me. 

I’ll be in the m  .”

6.  Doc and Cass didn’t have a  umbrellas.

They got v  wet.

Write the spelling words to complete the sentences. Spelling List

handle

middle

ring

strong

want

look

come

any

some

very

new

good

We do

I do
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 1.

pa__le

2.

pi__le

3.

ha__le

4.

tu__le
 5.

pu__le

6.

ke__le

7.

a__le

8.

scri__le
9.

pu__le

10.

ca__le

11.

bo__le

12.

13.

mi__le

14.

bu__le

15.

ju__le

16.

bu__le

We do

I do

le words have two consonants after a short vowel and before the le at 
the end. If there’s only one sound between the short vowel and the le, 
then two of the consonants are the same or spelled with ck.

cändle bündle grümble sämple
rïddle pëbble tïckle täckle

The words below have short vowels.  
Write the two consonants that come before le.

scra__le
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 1.  Doc jumps. 

   
 3.  Cass likes cats. 

  
 5.  Tic giggles. 

   
 7.  Kids sing songs. 

   
 9.  A rabbit nibbles grass. 

   
 11.  Frits buckles his belt. 

   
 13.  Dad scrambles eggs.

   
 2.  A bubble pops.

    
 4.  Vets help pets. 

   
 6.  That bug stings. 

    
 8.  Ettabetta tells riddles. 

    
 10.  The king rang the bell.

    
 12.  Sal runs and skips.

    
 14.  Alf bangs a drum.

We do

I do

Nouns name people, animals, places, and things.   hat  jungle  dentist  dog   
Verbs are action words. They tell what you do.   sing   lift   run   think
In a sentence, the noun tells who did something. The verb tells what they did.

The Superkids giggle.    Animals sleep.   The truck stops.
N V N V N V

Put N above the nouns and V above the verbs in these sentences.
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Write the correct words on the lines to complete the sentences.

1.  Ms. Blossom had 

very   some

 bags. Each kid got one.

2.  “I 

good   want

 you to 

look   come

 at the gift in your bag,” Ms. Blossom said.

3.  “Can 

look   any

 of you tell what the gift is?”

 4.  “ 

New   Come

 with me, class,” said Ms. Blossom.

5.  “Let’s plant your 

new   any

 bulbs.”  

But Alf began to bug Ettabetta.

6.  She got 

some   very

 mad. 

7.  What happened next was not 

good   want

 !

We do

I do
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1.  Ms. Blossom had 

very   some

 bags. Each kid got one.

2.  “I 

good   want

 you to 

look   come

 at the gift in your bag,” Ms. Blossom said.

3.  “Can 

look   any

 of you tell what the gift is?”

 4.  “ 

New   Come

 with me, class,” said Ms. Blossom.

5.  “Let’s plant your 

new   any

 bulbs.”  

But Alf began to bug Ettabetta.

6.  She got 

some   very

 mad. 

7.  What happened next was not 

good   want

 !

I do

Answer the questions about the stories on pages 24–33 in your Reader.

1.  What gift does Ms. Blossom have for each Superkid?
 a pen
 a muffin
 a bulb

2.  Why does Ettabetta hit Alf?
 He put her hat in the mud.
 He kept pinching her neck.
 He said that he didn’t like her.

3.  Why is Alf a little mad at Ettabetta?
 She sat on his lunch on the bus.
 She planted her bulb where he wanted to plant his bulb. 
 He wanted to tell what the gift was, but she yelled, “It’s a bulb!”

4.  What does Ms. Blossom think of bugging?
 It is just for fun.
 It can get mean very fast.
 It is not good for bugs.

5.  Why do Alf and Ettabetta wish second grade had just begun?
 They think second grade is fun. 
 They wish they hadn’t acted like they did. 
 They don’t want to be in Ms. Blossom’s class. 

6.  How do Alf and Ettabetta make up and be pals again?
 They tell each other they will not do what they did again.
 They help each other do their math.
 The other kids make Alf and Ettabetta be pals.

We do
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 1.

n__l

2.

g__t

3.

b__

4.

s__t
 5.

p__

6.

b__ch

7.

b__t

8.

r__n
9.

tr__

10.

p__nt

11.

t__

12.

dr__m
13.

m__l

14.

fr__t

15.

sh__p

16.

t__st

We do

I do

Remember, in these vowel pairs, the first vowel is long and the second is silent. 
 oa ai  ea ee ie ui
 coat tail bead bee pie fruit
 road wait dream tree lie suit
 loan train beach sheep tie

Write the vowel pair to complete each word and draw a straight line over the long vowel.  
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1 2

3

4

5 6

We do

Across
1.  at this time
4.  a play

5.  opposite of last
6.  lots
Down
2.  a job to do
3.  opposite of up

Complete the puzzle with spelling words listed above the star.

Complete the puzzle with spelling words listed below the star.

I do

1 2 3

4

5

6

Across
1.  The show is 
     ___________ animals  
     in the rainforest.
4.  opposite of under
5.  rhymes with would
Down
2.  opposite of after
3.  rhymes with could
6.  Golly is Gus and Gert’s
     ___________ pet.

Spelling List

show

now

work

first

down

many

about

over

only

before

would

could
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We do I do

When a vowel is followed by a consonant, the vowel is short. 

cät tën shïp löck lünch
When a vowel is alone at the end of a word, it is long. 

gô mê  flû  hî nô

When a word ends in e, the e is silent and the vowel in 
the middle is usually long.

gâme  lâke lîke tîme jôke cûte 

1. we

2. wet

3. not

4. note

5. he

6. help

7. flat

8. flute

9. snack

 10. snake

 11. she

Mark the short and long vowels. Then put the number of the long-vowel words 
next to the correct pictures.

 12. 

 13. 

 14. 

 15. 

 16. 

 17. 
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Add a 
sweet treat 
here!

main dish

drink

side dish

salad

Read the menu and mark each long vowel. Then draw the lunch you would order.
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Trace the letters and add y. Then put an i or e in the circle to tell what sound y makes.

 1.

fr_

2.

bunn_

3.

cr_

4.

sk_
 5.

pupp_

6.

penn_

7.

twent_

8.

fl_
9.

jell_

10.

st_

11.

cand_

12.

dr_
13.

fift_

14.

Lil_

15.

m_ dadd_

When y is at the beginning of a word, it’s a consonant.   yes   you   yell
When y is at the end of a word, it’s a vowel. 
When a word has another vowel in it and a y at the end,  
then the y stands for ê.   penny   belly    
When y is at the end of a short word and it’s the only vowel,  
then the y stands for î.   try   by   why

i

We do

I do
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1.  Icky wants to eat. He is  .

2.  Oswald wants to take a nap. He is  .

3.  Cass drank the punch. The bottle is  .

4.  Sal made us giggle. He is  . 

5.  Alf made me mad. I am  .

6.  Golly went in a puddle. He is  .

7.  The bunny is very soft. It is very  .

8.  The road goes up and down. It is  .

9.  Hot Rod got a ribbon. He is  .

Finish each sentence with one of the adjectives from the box above.

I do

We do

Adjectives describe people, places, and things. Many adjectives end in y.
 sleepy silly angry hungry happy
 empty muddy fluffy hilly
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Choose the correct spelling words from each group to complete the sentences.

1.  I will  you how to fix your lunch.  

2.  The  thing to do is cut up the fruit.

3.   you have a fruit salad! 

4.   you eat your sandwich, 

cut it into  little bites.

5.    you like to plant a bulb? 

6.  You must dig a hole  six inches deep.

7.  Put  one bulb 

 in the hole.

8.  Put mud  the bulb.

9.  That is it! The  is not difficult.

We do

I do

many now show before first 

about over only work would down
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Write the adjectives that complete the sentences about the 
stories on pages 34–43 in your Reader.

We do

I do

1.  Doc said Ms. Blossom could blow soap bubbles at the kids. 

She said this to be 

lucky     grumpy     funny

 .

2.  It made Icky feel 

greedy     happy     silly

 to have the same lunch each day.

3.  Icky said the lunch his dad made was 

yucky     funny     yummy

 .

4.  Icky ate his sandwich with a fork so he

would not get 

smelly     sleepy     sticky

 .

5.  Icky said the fruit salad Ms. Blossom

made was 

yucky     yummy     sticky

 .

6.  The first quiz in second grade made

Frits feel 

panicky     lucky     sleepy

 .
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